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This above information on how to make homemade concord wine is enough to get you started, but to continue
on you will want to follow the home wine making procedures at the following link, below. These directions
assume you are dealing with fresh fruit, but that’s okay. You can still follow them for making your wine with
just the concord juice:
This is how we make homemade hooch! You can use just about any kind of fruit, but we used Concord grapes
and Blueberries! The resulting beverage was a colorful, dry wine that went down smooth and ...
With Winexpert wine kits and Brewer’s Best beer making kits forming the core of a vast selection, this is your
truly full service wine making and home brewing supply store. Check out our recipes, browse our catalog, and
order online today. Most in-stock items ship in 24 hours!
Concord Grape Wine Making Recipes The Concord grape still remains the most popular grape sold in the
United States with the majority of the vineyards in Washington and New York. The varietal has been used with
great frequency in producing sweet Kosher wines such as Manischewitz and Mogen David.
Concord grapes are a “slip skinned” grape, meaning that the skins slide off easily, making the grapes a bit
harder to press. And the flavor of the skins is often described as “foxy” . While “foxy” is difficult to describe, it
is not a normal “wine” flavor, and when fermented it can give the wine a strong chemical taste that is a bit
woody.
Get some background on the concord grape, its use in wine making, and three recipes for making concord grape
wine at home - all from HomeBrewIt.com.
Home Winemaking Step by Step: A Guide to Fermenting Wine Grapes [Jon Iverson] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Written expressly for beginning and advanced amateurs, this guide explores home
winemaking in practical terms
If you're a wine lover, you've probably dreamed of making your own wine right at home. Luckily, with the right
tools and ingredients, you can! Once you get the hang of it, you can experiment with different fruits until you
find the wine that's perfect for you.
Home Winemaking - A site dedicated to home wine making enthusuiasts, giving advice, recipes, books and kits
available together with information on various equipment.
Making wine is simple––it happens naturally. When fruit falls to the ground and rots, that’s what’s happening,
wine is happening. Making wine is simple because wine makes itself, you just need to give it a proper venue.
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